These resources were identified during discussions at the National Forum for Anti-Asian Racism, which took place in June 2021.

Disclaimer: This resource kit contains links to external websites. These links are provided as references to help you identify and locate other resources that may be of interest. Parties other than UBC independently develop and maintain these resources. UBC does not assume responsibility for their accuracy or the appropriateness of the information they contain. UBC does not control the content of, or maintain any type of editorial control over, these resources.

**ARTICLES**

- UBC and Angus Reid Institute Study on anti-Asian discrimination
- Anti-Asian Racism in Canada: Where Do We Go from Here? Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada report
- Asian American Civil Rights Group Urges U.S. Attorney to Drop Case Against University of Tennessee Professor Wrongly Prosecuted Under the “China initiative” After Trial Results in Deadlocked Jury
- The white elephant in the room: anti-Asian racism in Canada
- The model minority myth hides the racist and sexist violence experienced by Asian women
- A tale of Asian triangulation and what that has to do with racism
- Vancouver Sun article March 24, 1938 “Campaign Against Trade Licenses for Vancouver Japanese Collapses”
- Viral images Show People of Colour as Anti-Asian Perpetrators. That misses the big picture
- Review of Anti-Asian Racism Data 2019–2021 that features the data/report

**RESOURCE GUIDES**

- Elim8hate Style Guide: reporting on Asian Canadian Communities
- Ryerson Responding to Hate Toolkit
- #AtlantaSyllabus by Dr. Lori Lopez, Dr. Lisa Ho, and Dr. Erica Kanesaka Kalnay from the Asian American Studies Program, UW-Madison
- Hollaback! Training to Stop anti-Asian/American and Xenophobic Harassment
- Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada Resources for Combating Anti-Asian Racism & Learning About Canadians of Asian Descent
- Act2endracism Asian Canadian Essential Workers — Feature Stories
- Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network)
**VIDEO/AUDIO**

- Eyes Open PSA
- CBC All in a Day with Alan Neal interview with Xiaobei Chen, professor of sociology at Carleton University
  - 8 killed in Atlanta Spa Shootings — sparking fear in the Asian community
- CBC Radio Canada International interview with Yafang Shi on journalism work on gender, race and intersectional issues and thoughts on anti-Asian racism
- Let’s Talk About Microagressions Video by Act2endracism
- Model Minority — A History of Silence Video by Act2endracism
- National Forum on Anti-Asian Racism PSA Videos
- Please Vote for Me: Documentary Film
- Self Evident: Asian American’s Stories Podcast
- We Need to Talk About Anti-Asian Hate by The Try Guys

**COMMUNITY EVENTS**

- ACCT Chinese Canadian Leaders’ Summit
- CRAG Autumn Tigers Screening
- D’Arcy McGee High School student videos. Students calling out their effects of their experiences with anti-Asian hate. Contact: Danielle Jepson — djepson@wqsb.qc.ca

**CALLS FOR ACTION**

- Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network) Open Letter: “We cannot tolerate it anymore! Racist attacks being waged by some anti-trafficking organizations against Asian massage parlours and sex workers must end.” Sign the statement.

**ORGANIZATIONS**

- UBC Asian Canadian and Asian Migration Studies
- Chinese Canadian National Council for Social Justice
- Critical Refugee Studies Collective
- #Elimin8Hate
- #Elimin8Hate — Report a Racist Incident
- Healing in Colour
- Toronto For All
- Project1907
- Project Protech
- Support Asian Canadians Fund
- Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network) Email: cswbutterfly@gmail.com

**JOURNALS**

- Inter-Asian Cultural Studies